The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) is the world’s leading authority on political-military conflict. It is the primary independent source of accurate, objective information on international strategic issues for politicians and diplomats, foreign affairs analysts, international business, economists, the military, defence commentators, journalists, academics and the informed public.

The Military Balance is The International Institute for Strategic Studies’ annual assessment of the military capabilities and defense economics of 171 countries worldwide. Offering region-by-region analysis and comprehensive data on weapons and defence economics it is an essential resource for those involved in security policy making, analysis and research.

New features of The Military Balance 2013 include:

- new sections on trends in contemporary armed conflicts in Afghanistan and Syria
- trends in defence capability areas, with a focus on equipment, technological or doctrinal developments
- updated graphics feature on comparative defence statistics, with focus on defence economics, and major land, sea and air capability concerns
- new essays on trends in defence economics and procurement, European defence industries, and another on Anti-Access/Area Denial

March 2013 • 510pp • Pb 978-1-85743-680-8
The Strategic Survey is the annual review of world affairs from The International Institute for Strategic Studies, a globally renowned research centre for strategic issues. It is an invaluable tool for interpreting world-wide strategic developments and has, since 1966, provided the essential one-volume analysis of the year’s key events in international relations for government policy makers, journalists, business leaders and academics.

**Users of Strategic Survey 2013 will benefit from:**

- an assessment of recent major events and trends on the strategic landscape over the past year
- regional chapters analyzing development in individual countries
- chronology of the preceding twelve months’ events
- about thirty pages of maps detailing strategically important activity and global, regional and local political change.

‘Strategic Survey has become a landmark of the think tank landscape.’
– Bronwen Maddox, Editor of Prospect Magazine

‘Policy-makers, academics, students and interested members of the public will be better informed by reading this authoritative annual.’
– Reference Reviews
**The Adelphi Series**

**Rigorous Analysis of Key Security Issues**

The Adelphi is *The International Institute for Strategic Studies* and Routledge’s principal contribution to policy-relevant, original academic research. The books are designed to provide rigorous analysis of strategic and defence topics that will prove useful to academics, researchers, politicians and diplomats, as well as foreign-affairs analysts, defence commentators and journalists.

Recent additions to the Adelphi Series include:

- **Latin America and the Illusion of Peace**
  By David R. Mares
  May 2012: 234 x 156: 112pp
  Pb: 978-0-415-63846-3

- **Asia’s Naval Expansion: An Arms Race in the Making**
  By Geoffrey Till
  December 2012: 234 x 156: 112pp
  Pb: 978-0-415-69638-8

- **Weary Policeman: American Power in an Age of Austerity**
  By Dana Allin and Erik Jones
  June 2012: 234 x 156: 112pp
  Pb: 978-0-415-64487-7

---

**The Armed Conflict Database**

From *The International Institute for Strategic Studies*  
http://acd.iiss.org

“Easily navigable, distinctively presented … Recommended.” – *Reference Reviews*

**Key Features:**
- contains easily-accessible information on current and past conflicts across the globe, including political developments, military trends and the types of weapons being used
- provides details on the parties involved, and analysis of the human impact – including fatalities, refugee numbers and other humanitarian effects.

**Functions:**
- browse through year-on-year reports and fact sheets online
- generate targeted reports on conflict data going back to 1997 and correlate reports from various years, conflicts, regions and topics.

For pricing information or to subscribe, please contact:

UK and Rest of World:  
Email: online.sales@tandf.co.uk,  
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7017 6062

USA, Canada and South America:  
Email: e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com  
Tel: 1-888-318-2367 (Toll Free) or 1-561-998-2505 (International)

http://acd.iiss.org
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